4 gauge amp install kit

KnuKonceptz Kolossus amp installation kit's feature our top of the line Kolossus Fleks power
and ground cables. Made up of ultra flexible pvc and ultra fine tinned strands of oxygen free
copper OFC , the Kolossus Kable is the standard for which all others are compared to. The
KOL-AK4 amp kit provides 18 feet of blue marine grade, full copper battery power wire and 3
feet of translucent black smoke ground wire. The fuse holder does not come installed within the
cable, this allows the installer to place the inline fuse holder in an optimum location during
installation. Signal for your 2 channel amplifier installation kit is carried by the Klarity Kable 5
Meter A separate remote turn on lead is included. This wire is connected to your radio's power
antenna lead or amp turn on lead refer to your head unit's manual Your amplifier's output is
sent through KnuKonceptz Kord 12 gauge speaker wire, 20 feet of 12 gauge blue speaker wire is
included with the kit. Customer service available should you need assistance in selecting the
product that is right for your application. If you would like to be notified when this product
becomes available please enter your email address below. When the item is back in stock we
will send you and email letting you know that the product is now available for purchase. Full
Name:. Email Address:. Order Online Or Call Today - Please click on a product quesion below to
reveal the answer. At KnuKonceptz, we do not use "watts" to rate our amp kits. This is a very
inaccurate method to determine what the proper gauge wire required for your amp installation.
There are many amp manufactures and not all of them represent the output of their product
accurately. Please refer to your amplifier's fuse rating, this is a number a manufacture can not
fake, well they could but it would put their product in harms way! If over A, but less then A, this
kit will work, but a A mini-ANL fuse is required sold separate If over A, this amp install kit will
not work for that application, that installation would require 2 gauge or larger wire. The
Mini-ANL fuse is located in the parts bag along with the ring terminals and snap bushings. It is
not installed so that the installer can complete the install and add the fuse after all connections
are made. Our amp kits are made in large batches to reduce cost, which is passed onto you. We
can not alter them in any way. Should you need to make alterations, you would have to
purchase the items individually from our shopping cart. Thank You! We will notify you when this
product becomes available. Newsletter Signup: Subscribe. Skip to main content of results for "4
gauge 4 channel amp kit". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer
Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals. Amazon Global Store. International
Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter
the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb In stock on February 28, FREE
Shipping. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for 4 gauge 4 channel amp kit.
Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to
filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs.
Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from
Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return
the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about
free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return
method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may
vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 14 hrs and 52 mins Details.
In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. RisingSteel Brands. InstallGear 4 Gauge Compl
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Visit the InstallGear Store. Size: 4 Gauge. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Sold by
Speece, Inc. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Planet Audio AC Compare
with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Size: 4 Gauge
Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Product Description. What other

items do customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Size: 4 Gauge Verified Purchase. I'm not going to lie, this isn't the best kit
out there. In fact, far from. It has everything you'll need to get started, and it's all good enough
to be serviceable. The selling point here, though, is the gauge of the wire. Most CCA kits are
very much undersized, and with a larger insulator in order to give off the appearance of true 4
gauge. But the wire in this kit appears to be actual 4 gauge compared to a 4 gauge battery cable
I had laying around. Because of this, there should be no doubt of what this kit can power. This
means it should be able to power around watts RMS without too much trouble. For me, I have it
powering around watts RMS across two amps one for two 12" Aplines and a smaller one for my
front door speakers. In fact, I've seen some of my CCA wire that I used for other projects not the
wire in this particular kit corrode in less than a year. As such, I recommend treating connections
with dielectric grease, which will help to protect the connections from corrosion. Do this, at
least under the hood where it is more prone to outside elements, and you should be fine. Just
keep an eye on it. Another thing to keep in mind is that the fuse holder in this kit is NOT water
proof. So do not put it in an area that is likely to get wet, and ensure that you use dielectric
grease on the connections to the fuse. Overall, this kit is too good to pass up, so long as you
understand its limitations and that you get what you pay for. This is NOT a premium kit. I realize
there is a bad stigma against CCA, but, if you stay within the limitations of the CCA wire, it's
really hard to go wrong. I used it myself, but only because I know I'm not going to put more than
38 watts RMS through them probably less than that even. Fine for a small external amp for door
speakers. Running them bridged should push, at most, RMS, which exceeds what I
recommended above. So, if I understand correctly, this means it is pushing up to RMS between
my two door speakers I have the gain all the way up, with no distortion. After doing the math, it
would appear that I am running up to RMS, give or take depending on listening volume.
Probably a smidge less, but definitely more than the I recommended earlier. The point of this
update is to share that I've yet to feel my power wire so much as get warm, and I haven't
changed it out, or even added to it. Does this mean that I changed my recommendation? Well,
no. After all, I am running a secondary battery specifically made for car audio. I'm no engineer,
but I'm guessing that this battery could be helping to keep the load off the main wire during
peak power usage from my amps, considering it has a lower resistance and is closer to my
amps. Take this update with a grain of salt. I just wanted to share my positive experience thus
far. Completely on you if you choose to take the same risk and start some kind of fire by
accident. I will update if my experience changes. Life circumstances changed and, as a result,
the space I need in my vehicle also changed. Due to this change, I went down to a single amp,
and a single 12" Alpine. Still rocking the Rockville, but it's now powering my entire sound
system two 6x9 doors and the The only thing that hasn't seen a major change in nearly a year is
the power wire. It is still holding up fantastically. It has yet to get warm, or cause any noticeable
issues with my setup. I still check it once in awhile to ensure it hasn't corroded. Luckily, the
dielectric grease trick appears to be working, as I've yet to see any signs of corrosion. I'll
update this review again if anything negative happens with the power wire down the line. If that
update never comes, then it's safe to assume that the wire remained in good condition for as
long as I needed it. By Devon Day on May 19, Images in this review. Ok so let's remember this is
a cheap freaking kit. This kit is not competition grade at all, the wire is CCA meaning the actual
core is made of aluminum which as we all know is not as conductive as copper. Aluminum
dispels heat quickly and conducts better than standard steel. Aluminum is also not nearly as
reactive as copper so over time this will hold up better to corrosion. These are true 4 gauge
wires meaning lots of metal little rubber. For the money you will not get a better wire. The
speaker wire is good for lower power setups, it is 12 gauge so it isnt for a real kw system. For
watts this will work great. As for the equipment, the connectors aren't the best but with some
work they will do fine. The fuse is w if you can blow that with your system you either need to
invest more in your wiring or find your short. The rca cables are pretty generic but I've had no
distortion issues. To sum up the whole review for people who hate to read. This is a great,
phenomenal, wonderful kit for bucks. If you are building a single sub kit in your car or just
installing a few subs on a lower end amp this kit will do the job with no issues. If you are
building a k dollar system in your car with a good high wattage amp that puts out proven
numbers please invest in a real copper kit preferably 0 gauge. This kit has it all, and I mean ALL!
I only have two very small complaints, more comments. First, this item is obviously spun on a
machine, because all the wires were layers, so when I took the package out and began removing

wires, they were layered, and the layers separated. I ended up with a twisted heap of wires.
Hopefully they'll change the packaging style to individually sealed wires, but, again, a minor
complaint. Secondly, the kit includes a grommet for the hole in the firewall, but the overlapping
g portion is minimal. I suggest going to the auto store and buying one with a wider flange. The
kit installed easily, and the power cable was very flexible, despite its gauge. I'll be purchasing
this kit again soon for my other car. The one on the right is Rockford fosgate 4 gausge wire,
seems lighter though, maybe different material but it's the same size. Power wire is substantial,
RCA is OK, fuse holder is Humongous, and speaker wire is meager for a system requiring 4ga
power. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Report abuse. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: 4 awg , amp fuse holder , amp kits , amp fuse , wire for
cars , Best power wires for amp. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Audio Watt Store.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Skip to main content of results for "4 gauge amp kit". Skip to main
search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. New Arrivals. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle
to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Price and other details
may vary based on size and color. Best Seller in Car Multichannel Amplifiers. Get it as soon as
Sat, Feb Amazon's Choice for 4 gauge amp kit. Editorial recommendations. By Askmen Earns
commissions. A good wiring kit makes the whole process smooth and easy. Read full article.
Top Pick. Great for A Smooth Setup. This is a complete 4-gauge installation kit with a watts
power rating. It includes a 2. Most Durable. Great for Heavy Duty Use. This installation kit
includes 4-gauge wires along with an 8A fuse along with other accessories. Most Heavy Duty.
High-end Wiring for A High-end System. This is an all-in-one 4-gauge kit that comes with all the
accessories, including power and ground Easy Installation. Perfect for Low Watt Systems. This
is an 8-gauge wiring kit that comes with good quality foot power cables, fuse holders, an Only
13 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. Each amplifier wiring kit is specially designed and curated by professional installers.
Each feature in the wiring kit was carefully chosen by these audio professionals. If anyone
should know the challenges and headaches of installation kits, it would be them. Here at NVX,
we look to them to actually design our kits, allowing us to bring these features to each one of
our customers. We had a very high level of attention to detail when engineering these kits.
Because of this expertise we were able to be amongst the first in the industry to include 8 gauge
speaker wire in the box. This way everyone with high-power systems will no longer be forced to
use 8 gauge power wire instead. Other quality amplifier kits such as Rockford Fosgate or
Stinger only give you 30 feet of speaker wire to work with. Here at NVX, we provide 40 feet in
ours. In our 4-channel amplifier kits, we give customers 60 feet of speaker wire, two times as
much as the competition. We also provide more power wire than our competitors as well with 20
ft of wire. With longer wire lengths, our amplifier kits make installations easier for larger
vehicles such as SUVs. Our amplifier wiring kits are top of the line compared to our
competition. Our wire is also silver tinned, which helps prevent the wires from corroding over
time. NVX power and ground wire use EnvyFlex insulation which allows for greater flexibility

making it much easier to work with. Our wires are BC-5W2 marine compliant making them
useful on boats and off-road vehicles. At NVX, we are completely transparent with how many
wire strands are in each cable, so you know exactly how thick each one is. Our competitors will
never be that upfront with you. Our audio interconnects RCA cables are constructed with
twisted pair technology, which helps with outside noise reduction. The tactile grip RCA ends
make for a tight connection for your amplifier. Our RCA cables are color-coded to help indicate
left and right channels. We also offer shorter RCA cables for a cleaner installation. No need to
try and hide unnecessary, extra wiring. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 3 - 8. In
Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sonic Electronix, Inc. Sold by. Include Add a Protection
Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day
one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the
purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No
Thanks. Visit the NVX Store. Size: 4 Gauge 2-Channel Amp Kit. Designed specifically for car
audio systems up to watts RMS Premium power and ground wire provides optimal power
transfer. Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Sonic
Electronix, Inc. Sold by PureProducts and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Swpeet Pcs 2. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product Description. Designed By Installers for You Each amplifier
wiring kit is specially designed and curated by professional installers. More Wire Length for
Wider Application Other quality amplifier kits such as Rockford Fosgate or Stinger only give
you 30 feet of speaker wire to work with. Compare with similar items. Item Weight 6. Would you
like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Copper is "not" silver. This thing is Tin. Wire flakes and breaks off easily. Look at the pictures. I
went and bought new wire JL Audio. As you can see in the pictures side by side, JL Audio is
infact copper, notice the color. Use only copper power wire or you will risk a fire hazard. Ok for
ground wire not to be copper, but all copper recommended especially for high wattage systems.
Copper is higher conductivity and can withstand surges better than aluminum. By NE on April
15, Images in this review. I did a lot of research before settling in on this one. This is real wire,
not the cheap stuff. The RCAs are decent-to-good quality. This came with enough speaker wire
for me to wire all the way from my amp into the doors because I'm OCD like that. Fuse holder is
so-so, but overall this is about as good as you're going to get anywhere near this price range.
This is the type of wire you want. Real copper not copper clad. You will not have signal loss like
copper clad wires. That means you lose quality, and power. So a rms amp could sound more
like the rms amp you just replaced. Remember, you can polish a turd but it's still a turd. One
person found this helpful. I was worried that shorter kits wouldn't have enough wire for my
install. The 20' of power wire was more than enough to run power from the battery in the engine
bay to the amp I install in the trunk of my Crown Victoria. Good quality wire strands and jackets.
This is true copper wiring that has been tinned to prevent corrosion, so don't be surprised when
you see that the wire looks silver instead of copper. I like the woven sheathing on power wire, it
gives the whole install a professional look under the hood. The fuse holder is easy to mount and
the terminals are securely installed on the wires themselves. The only thing that would improve
this kit would be if they supplied several more heat shrink tubes, as it was a bit difficult to locate
ones large enough for this wire locally. Overall I would definitely buy this kit again, especially if I
was installing an amp in the trunk or bed of a large car or truck. These cables did exactly what
they are supposed to do. Had them for a month now with now issues what so ever. I noticed an
improvement in sound quality from my sub and amp. I'm assuming they copper strands are
coated with some silver coating making people think it is not a copper cable but it is. You can
see the copper when you look on the top of where the cable was cut. Great looking. Great
quality wire, and it looks great. The only thing I would change is to add a few more inches at
least to the positive wire from alternator to battery. I would like to be able to route it a little
better, but the length limits your options slightly. It's not too short, Just could be longer.
Haven't installed it yet but from looks of it this kit is beautiful.. Says ofc kit is tinned copper wire
is super brittle sounds like going to break compadres to my ofc 0 for my amps wire is thicker

better quality. See all reviews. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Speece, Inc. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please
enter a question. This cross section of metal adds up to be Our RCA cables include solid metal
connectors. They provide an ultra tight connection so that there is no way for the cable to
vibrate loose, or to add noise due to poor electrical conduction. They are also highly shielded to
provide even more noise suppression. We added crimped, tinned, solid copper lugs to our
premium kits. These provide the best connection between battery and power cable that you can
get. The premium NEP Mini-ANL fuse holder includes solid blocks of metal to secure both the
fuse, and the cable to ensure a good no-loss connection. This thick speaker wire will provide a
low voltage drop, and can handle the current that your amplifier will deliver to the speaker. Skip
to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within
10 hrs and 52 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. NEP Audio.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power
surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within minutes. We will send you an
Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered product. In some cases, we will
replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: New England
Providore. Size: 4 AWG. Color: CCA. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all
three to List. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. What other items do customers buy after viewing
this item? Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items. Item Weight 4.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Claim to work for up to watts. I used it on a watt system and it melted the
fuse and holder along with the main wires and their jackets. By nick on June 17, Images in this
review. So i basically only needed the 20ft red power cable for my amp and the ground cable
since i already have remote wire, speaker wire and RCAs. This is a really nice kit to install your
new amplifier. I did not need the rca cables or remote wire for my installation, but nice to have.
The crimped terminals on the power and negative cables were well done and much appreciated.
I had plenty of wire for my four door truck with a few feet to spare. Wire was too soft and i had
to constantly re-torque lugs. I thought i was buying copper. Came with a amp ANL fuse which is
also gold plated. If you want it done right the first time this is by far the best quality wire i have
ever used in an install! If you have any problems they stand behind their product! A Great Bang
for the Buck! Verified Purchase. I have this kit in both vehicles. The wire is thick and real
copper! The kit has everything of great quality and you will get the power from your amp. Would
buy again! Great product at such a great price. If you're running a high end system, then I have
to recommend getting this kit. The OFC cables are excellent quality, and there's plenty of cables
to work with. If I had anything negative to say about this kit it would be that the RCA cables
could be better. They aren't as good of quality as the rest of the kit, but they still get the job
done. Would like to know the copper content of the wire but was good for the price. Only issue
is the fuse block. The hex screws are to thin in proportion to the hole for the wire. Instead of
clamping the wire down it just poked through it. Ferrules only help a little. Pictured is a
grounding block with a more effective screw to hole size ratio. Ok not only is the this wire OFC
[all copper but is thicker than 4guage. It is so thick that using 4 gauge ring adapters is really

tricky to get the large wire to fit. Plus the speaker wire is huge OFC as well. The negative not
really bad a negative because it is still a hell of a deal the rca ends are not the best but they
work and are really long. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Report a
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buse. Great package using it on my boat. Customers who bought this item also bought. Planet
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